Electrode degradation under oxidizing conditions is a major drawback for large-scale applications of platinum electrocatalysts. Subjecting Pt(111) to oxidation−reduction cycles is known to lead to the growth of nanoislands. We study this phenomenon using a combination of simultaneous in situ electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy and cyclic voltammetry. Here, we present a detailed analysis of the formed islands, deriving the (evolution of the) average island growth shape. From the island shapes, we determine the densities of atomic-scale defect sites, e.g., steps and facets, which show an excellent correlation with the different voltammetric hydrogen adsorption peaks. Based on this combination of electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (EC-STM) and CV data, we derive a detailed atomistic picture of the nanoisland evolution during potential cycling, delivering new insights into the initial stages of platinum electrode degradation.
■ INTRODUCTION
Subjecting a platinum electrode to oxidation−reduction cycles (ORCs) is one of the most commonly performed experiments in surface electrochemistry. This pretreatment cleans the platinum surface and results in a reproducible (albeit typically unknown) surface structure. 1−3 It is well-known that the Pt surface undergoes a significant structural transformation during this process, as is most dramatically illustrated when starting with a well-defined Pt(111) single crystal electrode. 4 Understanding the roughening of a Pt(111) electrode by ORCs at the atomic scale has therefore been a long-standing goal in fundamental electrochemistry.
A fingerprint of the average surface structure of platinum electrodes can be obtained with voltammetric experiments, as the adsorption and desorption of hydrogen are very sensitive to the atomic-scale surface sites available for this reaction. Especially for low-index single-crystal surfaces, these hydrogen adsorption features and their evolution upon potential cycling have been studied extensively. 5−8 Complementary information from vicinal surfaces has resulted in a qualitative description of the roughness formation on Pt(111) by the generation of mainly {100} surface sites first, followed by the generation of {111} surface sites. To quantify this process, Bjorling et al. constructed a kinetic model, describing the evolution of the hydrogen features during the first 20 ORCs. 9, 10 However, without direct, in situ spatial information, data from cyclic voltammetry (CV) alone have been insufficient to describe (the evolution of) the surface structure at the atomic scale. 4, 9, 10 Spatially resolved data are available from ex situ low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), 11, 12 in situ X-ray reflectivity, 13−20 and in situ electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (EC-STM) 21−27 experiments. For a brief recent review, see the paper by Drnec et al. 28 From these data, it is known that applying ORCs to a Pt(111) electrode leads to the growth of small (typically ∼8 nm) nanoislands on the surface. However, a detailed structural characterization as well as a full electrochemical characterization (measured in the same experiment) are still missing. As such, the complex evolution of the electrochemical fingerprint signal has as of yet remained unexplained. By combining in situ EC-STM with CVs in a single experiment, we have recently demonstrated that the growth of nanoscale islands, and therefore the electrode roughness, is directly correlated to the integrated hydrogen desorption in the voltammetric signal. 29 This integrated correlation, however, is "blind" to the different contributions from individual local surface geometries/sites. Nonetheless, the EC-STM data as well as the CVs do contain this detailed information on the individual local sites. We extract this information by applying a careful analysis to both the individual CVs and the average growth shapes of the nanoscale islands.
In this Article, we disentangle the hydrogen desorption region of the CVs into the individual site specific peaks to quantify the different "defect-related" contributions. From the EC-STM images measured in the same experiment, we extract the average nanoisland growth shape as a function of the number of applied ORCs. These shapes contain the densities of specific undercoordinated ("defect") sites, i.e., steps, facets, and kinks on the roughened Pt(111) surface. The combined measurements enable us to correlate the CVs with the EC-STM data, made possible by employing a home-built EC-STM described previously. 30−32 Based on this combination, we can draw a detailed atomic-scale picture of the nanoisland evolution during ORCs. This picture describes the initial stages of the electrochemical roughening of platinum and provides insight for the understanding of the degradation of Pt catalysts under dynamic operation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Electrochemical Measurements. The desorption of underpotential deposited hydrogen (H UPD , 0 < U s < 0.4 V) contains detailed information on the average atomic surface structure of the electrode under consideration. For Pt(111) in 0.1 M HClO 4 , this region shows only a very broad, flat feature related to hydrogen desorption from atomically smooth (111) terraces, as indicated by the black line in Figure 1A . From this starting situation, the sample potential is cycled between 0.06 and 1.35 V (with 50 mV s −1 ), leading to the growth of nanoislands as shown previously. 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 29 Simultaneously to this roughening process the electrochemical fingerprint changes drastically as shown in Figure 1A . The appearance of four distinct new peaks, labeled A 1−4 , indicates the formation of new "defects" (specific local atomic sites in the nanoislands).
To enable a correlation of the CV features with specific surface site densities, we have to disentangle the charge corresponding to these four H UPD peaks. Several approaches have been presented in the literature, for both single crystalline and nanoparticle samples. 33−36 However, especially for very rough surfaces, deconvoluting the H UPD region shows some discrepancy with results from other electrochemical experiments. 33, 35 One of the underlying reasons is that the broad (111) terrace feature (black line in Figure 1A ) changes its shape for more narrow terraces and overlaps with all four "defect" peaks. 37 Thus, the terrace feature is typically considered to be a background signal. 10 In our fitting procedure, we therefore also follow this approach by keeping the terrace contribution constant for all cycles. As the number of terrace sites is expected to decrease during the surface roughening, we most likely underestimate the charge related to H UPD at "defects". Following McCrum and Janik, the broad terrace feature is fitted with an inverse hyperbolic cosine function, and the A 1−4 peaks are fitted with Gaussians. 35 To capture the changing shape of the A 2 peak, it is necessary to use a summation of two Gaussians. Most consistent fit results were obtained by centering these two Gaussians at the same potential. An example of the fitting result, for the situation after 150 ORCs, is shown in Figure 1B . Figure 2A shows the integrated charges of the A 1−4 peaks in the CVs as a function of the number of applied ORCs. The overall process can be separated in different regimes: both the A 1 and A 2 peaks increase during the first few ORCs; already Figure 3B . Note that {221} and {211} facets (blue in Figure 4 ) are counted as "separated steps" (see the main text). Further motivations behind grouping (correlating) the various sites are provided in the main text.
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Research Article after two ORCs A 1 starts to decrease, and it has disappeared after 10 ORCs, while A 2 keeps increasing continuously. This is in agreement with the original observations in refs 9 and 10. After further cycling, the A 3 and A 4 peaks appear after 36 and 60 ORCs, respectively. In the literature, the A 1 and A 2 peaks (and their evolution) have been ascribed to the presence of {100} and {111} steps at the surface, respectively. 4, 9, 10 It is expected that steps form during the roughening of an atomically flat surface. However, the relative charges of the A 1 and A 2 peak are puzzling. Based on its peak potential, one expects the A 3 peak to be related to the formation of {100} terraces. 38, 39 The A 4 peak is also known as "the third hydrogen peak". 40, 41 Although the exact origin of this peak is heavily debated, it is suggested to be related to the presence of (1 × 2) {110} sites at the surface. 40 Especially for the latter two peaks, it is not clear how these expected "defects" are formed on the roughened surface. Finally, it is important to stress that the changing shape and peak potential of the A 2 peak upon prolonged potential cycling indicate that this peak actually consists of more than one contribution. In the following, we will see how the evolution of the individual surface sites as a function of number of applied ORCs (Figure 2A ) correlates with the atomic sites extracted from the average island growth shape.
Average Growth Shape Determination. Next, we discuss the determination of surface site densities extracted from the average island shapes from the EC-STM images. The result of this analysis is already shown in Figure 2B for comparison with the evolution of the electrochemical fingerprint shown in Figure 2A . Figure 3A shows clippings of the EC-STM images after 0, 4, 8, 15, 28, 50, and 170 ORCs. These clippings have been selected from the full set of 230 × 230 nm 2 images, which have been measured with constant tip and sample potential (0.45 and 0.4 V, respectively). 29 With a resolution of 2.25 Å pixel −1 , our images are not directly atomically resolved. In addition, considering the surface roughness and tip convolution, achieving full atomic resolution would be extremely challeng-ing. Nonetheless, the average atomic-scale island shape representative for a certain number of ORCs can be determined by a careful data analysis, described in detail in the Supporting Information. In brief, the images are corrected for drift and height offset; approximate island centers are determined by threshold and watershed functions, and island boundaries are determined by a combination of Laplace filtering and the construction of Voronoi cells. In the next step, we average all height profiles of the individual islands present in one EC-STM image, by taking the local maximum as island center. Finally, the average island shape is fitted with an fcc lattice, taking into account the main step directions on the surface. From repeated experiments (see the Supporting Information) we argue that the shapes of the islands on our wide terraces are not affected by the step edges present in the pristine surface. Thus, any asymmetry deviating from the 3-fold symmetry of the Pt(111) surface originates from the shape of the STM tip. To minimize this imaging artifact, the fitting procedure imposes a 3-fold island symmetry.
Previously, we have shown that the area visualized in our EC-STM images is large enough to describe the roughening of the entire Pt(111) surface. 29 Except for the first cycles, when the island density is rather low, the analyzed areas typically contain between 400 and 500 individual islands. Because of the large number of averaged islands, the resulting island structure is considered to be representative of the statistical growth shape after a certain number of ORCs. 42 It is important to note that such growth shapes differ from classical Wulff shapes in thermodynamic equilibrium. 42 Finally, one could argue that the hydrogen desorption features result from the integrated rather than the average surface structure. However, as the growth shapes are rather homogeneous, this difference is not expected to lead to significant differences in the analysis. Figure 3B shows the results of the fitting procedure applied to the f ull EC-STM images after 0, 4, 8, 15, 28, 50, and 170 ORCs, i.e., those that are partly shown in Figure 3A . The full series of island structures is provided as a movie in the Supporting Information. 
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Determination of "Defect" Site Densities. From the atomic island structures it is possible to determine the densities of the different atomic sites at the surface. Detailed descriptions and counting rules for the various sites are explained in the Supporting Information. Here, we provide the general considerations. Due to the symmetry of the Pt(111) surface, we distinguish three different directions in the surface plane as shown in Figure 4A −C. In the following, we will refer to these directions according to the step site geometry at the corresponding side of the island: {111} steps are found at the {111}-side ( Figure 4A ) and {100} steps at the {100}-side ( Figure 4C ).
Step edges in the third direction ( Figure 4B are oriented at midangle between these two densely packed directions. They have a {112} geometry and are typically described as "100% kinked". 43 Note that these {112} sites have a distinct geometry, which cannot be constructed by the formation of kink sites in a {100} or {111} step edge. However, the literature data for surfaces containing these step sites (only available for Pt(321) and Pt(531) 44 ) indicate that the presence of {112} step edges does not lead to an additional specific feature. Instead, two peaks are observed, which overlap with the peaks related to {100} and {111} steps. The same is observed for surfaces containing kinked {100} or {111} step edges. 44, 45 Furthermore, the densities of {112}-related sites and kink sites exhibit large variations between subsequent ORCs. This is expected to be a fitting artifact. In our analysis, we will, therefore, distribute these sites according to the two main island sides (i.e., the {111}-and {100}-side). More details on the grouping are given in the Supporting Information.
Apart from the geometry, the spacing between "defects" (steps) in the different layers is known to have a significant effect on their electrochemical reactivity. 37 Step edges separated by less than two terrace atoms (as on the (221) and (211) surfaces) bind hydrogen stronger than wider spaced step edges, as indicated by a more positive peak potential. To capture this effect, we consider the following: (1) step edges separated by more than two terrace atoms ("separated steps", e.g., {110} and {100} steps); (2) step edges separated by two terrace atoms ("wide facets", e.g., {221} and {211} facets); (3) step edges separated by one terrace atom ("narrow facets", e.g., {331} and {311} facets); and (4) adjacent step edges ("lowindex facets", e.g., {110} and {100} facets). Unit cells of the steps and facets for the {111}-, {112}-, and {100}-side are shown in Figure 4A −C, respectively. We also take into account that terrace sites that are adjacent to a "defect" site could exhibit a different reactivity. Detailed counting and grouping rules for all sites are provided in the Supporting Information. Finally, we obtain site densities distributed over eight different groups (i.e., the {111}-and {100}-side and the four different terrace spacings). The evolution of these site densities as a function of cycle number is shown in Figure 4D .
Initially, only "separated steps" form, whereas the different kinds of facets only appear after prolonged potential cycling (after 16, 27, and 55 ORCs for "wide", "narrow", and "lowindex" facets, respectively). This is in line with the observations in our previous study, where we showed that the nanoislands first nucleate and (mainly) grow laterally, before growing in height. 29 Height growth, with a fixed island base, ultimately leads to the formation of facets. Although the islands are rather symmetric, the formation of facets is initially seen at slightly higher intensity at the {111}-side. This is because the unit cell of a {110} step is longer than that of a {100} step. The number of terrace sites on the island (see the Supporting Information) first increases but starts decreasing when facets are formed in terrace sites. Including also the (original) terrace sites that are not part of the island, a continuous decrease is observed.
Step Edge Formation. We now correlate the evolution of the electrochemical fingerprint (Figure 2A ) with the evolution of the "defect" site densities ( Figure 4D ). We start the discussion with the simplest case. This is the situation between 10 and 30 ORCs, as here the A 2 peak is the only "defect" feature visible in the CV. The absence of the A 1 peak indicates that there are no {100} steps at the surface. Thus, one might expect to observe triangular nanoislands composed of only {111}-sides. However, the images in Figure 3B , e.g., after 15 ORCs, clearly show that this is not the case, as an extended {100}-type step length is present in the average island growth shape. This is quantified in Figure 4D (red dashed line) which also clearly indicates substantial densities of {100} step sites.
The only way to explain the significant step length at the {100}-side of the island without the actual formation of {100} 
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Research Article step sites is by assuming that these step edges are in reality "roughened" 46 and thereby composed of small segments of {110} steps as illustrated in Figure 5 . This hypothesis is supported by data from the group of Feliu on the roughening of Pt(11 10 10), a surface which naturally contains {100} steps. 47 These data show that {100} step edges are highly unstable during the ORCs: their voltammetric feature diminishes quickly upon potential cycling (almost completely during the first ORC) and is replaced by a {110} peak. 10 Similar observations were made by Rodes and Clavilier, who studied the electrochemical behavior of various single-crystal surfaces with {100} step edges as a function of annealing/ cooling conditions and potential cycling. 7 The "roughened" hexagonal islands ( Figure 5 ) will only be preferred over triangular islands if the step sites at the {100}side are stabilized somewhere during potential cycling. This expectation is supported by DFT calculations on low-index Pt surfaces under electrochemical conditions, which likely show the same trend as the step edges. 48 These calculations indicate that Pt(100) is more stable than Pt(110) at high potentials (>0.9 V for the surface oxide and >1.05 V for adsorbed O/ OH). At reducing potentials, however, the {110}-facet is more stable, delivering the driving force for the step edge "roughening". Unfortunately, the step edge "roughening" is not captured in our fitting results. The reason for this is both the averaging process for the determination of the average island shape and the limited resolution of our EC-STM images. The study by Rodes and Clavilier has shown that when "separated" step edges are roughened, the increase in charge of the A 2 peak is twice the decrease in charge of the A 1 peak. 7 This is ascribed to the formation of two kink sites from one step site. Thus, in our correlation analysis we argue that each "separated" {100} step site contributes double to the A 2 peak. The facets at the {100}-side and their "roughening", which could also contribute to the A 2 peak, are discussed below.
Vacancies and Vacancy Islands. Considering that the {100} step sites are unstable under ORCs, an alternative explanation is needed for the A 1 peak. Interestingly, there is no surface site in the adatom islands that, after appearing during the first two cycles, disappears completely after 10 ORCs, as suggested by this peak. Importantly, the islands are only one atom high when this peak is present, which excludes a relation to the formation of any kind of facet site. One could imagine that this peak is related to the presence of "separated" {100} step sites which did not yet "roughen", e.g., due to a very small island size. However, if that were true, this peak would reappear once a new layer nucleates on top of an existing island, i.e., after 9, 16, 30, and 55 ORCs. Alternatively, it should not disappear completely, considering that the values for nucleation of a new layer are averages, and in reality there is some heterogeneity between the islands. Furthermore, it is also unlikely that this peak originates from a surface miscut as this cannot explain why it increases during the first cycles, nor why the charge is 2−3 orders of magnitude larger than what would be expected from the step density observed in the EC-STM images. In conclusion, this peak must represent a surface site that is solely present in the very beginning of the entire roughening process and that is not present in the adatom islands.
Previously, we observed that vacancies form simultaneously with the adatom islands. 29 These small vacancies are extremely difficult to resolve in STM and will, especially at low coverages, not contribute to the average island structure. However, the reactivities of terrace sites that are immediately adjacent to a vacancy are affected nonetheless. As the surface roughening is (almost completely) mass conserved, the total number of vacancies (single vacancies and vacancy islands) must be the same as the number of adatoms forming the average island shape. 49−52 This enables us to describe the expected vacancyrelated signal. First of all, this signal depends on the number of created adatoms, which determines both the number of vacancy sites and the number of unaffected terrace sites. The number of terrace sites that are actually adjacent to a vacancy site is determined by the possible nucleation of single vacancies into vacancy islands of a specific size (n), as illustrated in Figure 6 .
We find a very strong correlation between the charge of the A 1 peak (r = 0.96) and the expected vacancy signal (see the Supporting Information), when considering the formation of single, isolated vacancies. This expected signal is shown in black in Figure 2B . As the surface roughening remains almost mass conserved also after a large number of ORCs, further formation of vacancies in underlying surface layers must occur. Step "roughening" example: Example of a (mass conserved) step "roughening" to minimize the number of {100} step sites. Such step structures are necessary to explain the island symmetry in combination with the presence of only one "defect" peak in the CVs between 10 and 30 ORCs, see Figure 2 . Figure 6 . Vacancy site formation. Affected vacancy edge sites (red) for single vacancies and vacancy islands of 3 and 7 atoms (so-called magic clusters 56 ). The arrows at the single vacancy indicate the two nonequivalent directions. Note that two different island orientations exist for the n = 3 vacancy island.
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However, due to the increased total surface roughness, adatom and vacancy sites are no longer widely separated. Now, the vacancy sites become part of the islands and are thus captured by our fitting procedure. Most likely, step edge "roughening" is the reason for the absence of the A 1 peak. The evolution of the nano-island growth has been analyzed in detail and an analytic, atomic model has been developed that describes the growth satisfactorily. This delivers insight in the atomic processes taking place and explains exactly how and why these islands are formed. 52 Considering the simplicity of our approach, the level of correlation is remarkable as nucleation of vacancy islands, vacancy formation within vacancy islands, and surface reconstruction 53−55 could occur. In any case, we can conclude that the A 1 peak is related to the formation of vacancy sites in the (111) terrace, although the full explanation will likely be more complex than our simple model.
The peak potential of the A 1 peak suggests that its signal originates only from {100} sites. A step edge description is probably not valid for single vacancies, but according to the symmetry, one would expect another vacancy feature related to {111} sites. With our limited information it is impossible to discern such a contribution, but we do note that, during the first ∼20 cycles, the number of sites contributing to the A 2 peak is underestimated (see Figure 2 and the Supporting Information). The discrepancy is largest during the first three ORCs and then diminishes, which hints at a relationship to the formation of vacancy (island) sites.
Facet Formation. Next, let us consider the A 3 and A 4 peaks, which appear only after prolonged potential cycling. Their "late" appearance indicates that they are related to the formation of specific facets due to the height growth of the nanoislands. This is confirmed when inspecting the average island shape after 28 ORCs in Figure 3B : all standard step and kink sites are present, but the A 3 and A 4 peaks do not yet contribute to the CV.
The charge of the A 3 peak is clearly correlated to the density of {311} facet sites (correlation coefficient r = 0.92, see the Supporting Information). This is in line with the A 3 peak potential (∼0.32 V), which is slightly higher than that of {100} step sites. 37 Interestingly, this correlation must mean that the {311} facet is stable enough to withstand the step edge "roughening", which occurs for the "separated" {100} step sites. Indeed, roughening experiments of Pt(311) by thermal or electrochemical adsorption of oxygen do not show any formation of {110} step/kink sites. 7 The stabilization of straight step edges for narrow terraces can be ascribed to the repulsive interaction between step edges of equal sign 57 and has been observed before for stepped Pt surfaces. 58 Our data also provide some insight in the minimum terrace width necessary to sufficiently stabilize the {100} step sites. As the {211} facets appear 10 cycles before the emergence of the A 3 peak, we conclude that also this facet must roughen. As such, it contributes to the A 2 peak. This result is in line with previous potential cycling experiments, 59 although thermal oxidation experiments indicate that the {211} facet withstands step "roughening". 7 Most likely, the {100} facets contribute as well to the A 3 peak. 37 Indeed, the summation of the densities of {311} and {100} facets (the green line in Figure 2B ) leads to a slightly higher correlation coefficient (0.93, see the Supporting Information).
As the A 4 peak appears later than the A 3 peak, it is expected that this peak is related to the formation of facets that are even narrower than the {311} facets. Considering the peak potential, these sites are likely formed at the {111}-side of the islands. Nonetheless, the correlation between the {110} facets (yellow line in Figure 2B ) and the A 4 charge is rather low (r = 0.54). Upon closer inspection (see the Supporting Information), it becomes clear that this is mainly due to the large variation in the density of {110} facets between subsequent cycles. After applying a moving average filter (averaging over 5 data points) to the {110} facet density, the correlation coefficient is significantly increased (r = 0.93, see the Supporting Information).
The A 2 peak for the roughened surface is much broader than for a regularly stepped single crystal. This complicates the separate identification of {111}-side facets, as these features overlap in our CVs. This overlap is confirmed by the increase of the correlation coefficient between the A 2 charge and the site densities when the {331} facet sites are included (r = 0.88 vs 0.76). The correlation analysis also indicates that the "wide facets" are better described as "separated steps"; i.e., the adjacent terrace sites do not contribute to the A 2 peak (see the Supporting Information). This suggests that the small facetrelated features as observed for Pt(221) and Pt(211) are actually due to the terrace width distribution of these surfaces. 37 The summation of all sites contributing to the A 2 peak (all "separated steps" and the {331} facets) is shown as the red curve in Figure 2B .
Final Remarks. Our analysis shows that site densities extracted from EC-STM images are in good accordance with the evolution of the cyclic voltammetry during the surface roughening. It is interesting to look at the prefactors of these correlations, which have been worked out in detail in the Supporting Information. In the traditional picture of adsorption/desorption of a single hydrogen atom at each "defect" site, one would expect all prefactors to be unity. 5−8 However, recent studies demonstrate that the "defect" features in the H UPD region are actually not just adsorption/desorption of hydrogen, but rather a replacement of hydrogen atoms by hydroxyl groups. 60, 61 As a result, the expected transferred charge per surface site should be larger than 1 e − . Experimental results point in this direction, albeit without quantification, for widely spaced {110} step edges. 62 However, it is not directly clear to what extent these values are affected by the applied fitting procedure. Our prefactors for the A 1 and A 2 peaks (1.07 ± 0.07 and 1.46 ± 0.04 e − /site, respectively) match these expectations. The prefactors for the A 3 and A 4 peaks (0.56 ± 0.02, and 0.77 ± 0.06 e − /site, respectively), on the other hand, seem to be too small. This can be explained by our fitting procedure, in which we keep the terrace contribution constant.
Single crystal experiments show that the broad (111) terrace feature changes shape, i.e., loses intensity mainly at high potentials, due to the formation of narrow terraces. 37 This leads to an underestimation of the "defect" peaks, in particular the A 3 and A 4 peaks, which appear with narrowing terraces.
Finally, one should be aware of the limitations of counting absolute site densities from the EC-STM images. As it is impossible to fully correct for tip convolution effects, there will always be some uncertainty in the determined densities; the size of the islands will be slightly overestimated, whereas the depth of the "holes" in between the islands is not fully resolved. Another uncertainty comes from the step edge "roughening", which is also not directly resolved. The available literature data for kinked surfaces are not sufficient to rigorously prove that the corner and fully kinked step "defects" contribute equally to the {100}-and {110}-related CV features. This was an
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■ CONCLUSION
By carefully combining cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments with in situ EC-STM images obtained on the same surface in the same electrochemical cell, we can draw an atomistic picture of how nanoislands form and evolve during the oxidation− reduction cycles (ORCs) of a Pt(111) electrode in perchloric acid solution. A detailed analysis of the overall interlayer mass transport is provided elsewhere. 52 During the first ORCs, the formation of a thin platinum oxide and its subsequent reduction lead to the formation of Pt adatoms and vacancies on the Pt(111) surface. These Pt adatoms nucleate into monatomic height islands. The Pt(111) vacancies give rise to the A 1 peak in the CV, a peak which initially grows but loses intensity after a few cycles as the original Pt(111) surface disappears. The monatomic islands have a dominant 6-fold symmetry but show only a single {111}-type step edge, leading to the A 2 peak in the CV, because the {100} step edges are roughened due their instability under surface oxidation. This latter observation is in good agreement with the oxygeninduced roughening of {100} step edges on model singlecrystal electrodes. 10 Upon prolonged cycling, a second layer grows on top of the first adlayer island, and the islands reach a size at which they start touching each other. After this initial phase of nucleation and growth, no new islands form, and existing islands only grow in height. 29 This vertical growth of nanoislands leads to the appearance of two new peaks in the CV, A 3 and A 4 , which correspond to {100}-and {110}-type step edges and defects bordering narrow terraces: facets are formed. The {100}-type step edges are now stable because the step edge roughening is suppressed by the strong step−step repulsion related to the narrow terraces. 58 The atomistic description of the roughening of a Pt(111) electrode gives detailed insight into the specific atomic geometries that form during potential cycling experiments in a way that is consistent with both the CV and EC-STM measurements, as well as with previous experiments on model electrodes. These insights form valuable input for the further development of platinum electrocatalysts which exhibit both a high activity and a long lifetime.
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